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THE PERFUMED
STORY
BEHIND
THE RING

ALYSONOLDOINI
The new face of Sabir Termikhanov conquired
the Brand ALYSONOLDOINI which dedicates
to him the most loved fragrance.
Sabir Temirkhanov, the Italian kickboxing
champion, is the new testimonial
of the masculine fragrance Caro Barbiere
by ALYSONOLDOINI.
“The gentleman officer of the ring”,
whose charisma conquired the Brand
of Italian high perfumery.
A philosophy of life of the Italian champion
Sabir Temirkhanov, according to whom,
power is nothing without control.
The olfactive notes of the fragrance, Vetyver,
Geranium and Fern, are the identity card of
this winning fragrance with a persistent sillage.
Caro Barbiere is symbol of manhood, tipically
fougère, that enchants the feminine universe.
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The word that best expresses the essence of the Brand is
the strict research for the Italian excellence in high range
perfumery. There is a particular location where you can
discover the intense creations of the Collection ALYSON,
that allows the Brand ALYSONOLDOINI to be well known all
over the world.
The main seat, located in Como, is the result of an extraordinary
combination between commercial and administrative office,
technical department, productive area of the semi-finished
product and style office. Here is where Alyson Oldoini works
in quality of industrial designer and art director of the
fragrances and cares personally every detail, perfecting it.
The Brand ALYSONOLDOINI introduces two exclusive
perfumes of the Collection Barbiere Platinum. The new
interpretation in Eau de Parfum of shaving foam and
aftershave lotion, to wear together or singularly, according
to the game of layering. Dedicated to the contemporary man
who does not renounce to tradition. The exclusive formulas
of Georges B and Caro Barbiere guarantee a customized
fragrance, tailored cut.
The Barber of Seville by Gioachino Rossini is the soundtrack
of the presentation of the Caro Barbiere video.
Did you forget the shaving foam?

Claudia Stagno
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THE

HARMONIST

PRESENTS YIN TRANSFORMATION EAU DE PARFUM

The element of water guides our lives in a constant
flow of Yin and Yang energies that influence every
physical ad spiritual change we encounter. Yin
Transformation Parfum, which as firs launched in
2018, is a celebration of this marvellous journey
and now embraces its own evolution with a new
formulation: Yin Transformation Eau de Parfum.
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As Lola Tillyaevea, founder of The Harmonist says,
“2022 is the year of water, the most metamorphic
element and therefore symbolic of transformation.
This called for a fragrance that encapsulates what
we do best and evolves it for an audience that is
embarking upon their journey. Yin Transformation
Eau de Parfum takes the power and sophistication

COMPANY

of a sent already beloved by many and offers a
sparkling, more ethereal presence.”
The opening notes of the Eau de Parfum are
bergamot, mate tea and spicy pink pepper.
As the fragrance opens, its heart is dominated by
the Calypso orchid, whose aquatic and transparent
notes evoke the fluidity between Yin and Yang.
Named after the reclusive but alluring water nymph
in Homer’s Odyssey, this unassuming flower hides
beneath the shade of the hemlock tree before
transforming into a magnificent, pink and purple
beauty. The fragrance concludes with powdery iris
and the smooth, rounded notes of sandalwood and
white musk.

An effervescent
perfume that
celebrates
the transformational
power of water

ABOUT
THE HARMONIST
Founded in 20106 by Lola Tilleyaeva, The
Harmonist is a Maison de Parfum driven
by the principles of fragrance, balance and
self-discovery. Inspired by the timeless
principles of harmony and balance, The
Harmonist is an ever-expanding collection
of unparalleled, holistic fragrances for men
and women designed to cultivate peace,
tranquillity and well-being in the wearer.
Each fragrance embraces aspects of Yin
and Yang dualities and the five elements
encouraging personal discovery and selfexpression. Using the world’s rarest raw
materials from ethical sources to infuse
the perfumes with energetic power, The
Harmonist utilizes recyclable materials at
every possible touchpoint, including its
ceramic opaque refillable bottles inspired
that of ancient alchemists, deluxe packaging
and vegetal wax candles. The brand offers
a collection of thirteen signature scents in
fragrance, candle and travel sprays that
have been developed in collaboration with
perfumer Guillaume Flavigny using the finest
scents from round the globe. Drawing upon
universal truths from both East and West,
these scents bring the wearer’s attention
inward, enlightening the journey called life,
so that they can better perceive themselves,
as well as the world around them.
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XERJOFF

THE ROCKSTARS WITH

Xerjoff Group, a leading company in the world of artistic perfumery based in Turin, launches Xerjoff
Blends, an experimental concept aimed at merging sensory and cultural concepts to create new,
captivating experiences between perfume and other sensory elements. Multisensory interactions
between music and perfume unexpectedly intertwine in the dark and gothic notes of perfume, sound
and design in a unified perception. Sergio Momo, creative director and CEO of Xerjoff, together with
the legendary Black Sabbath guitarist, Tony Iommi, have encapsulated these emotions in a bottle,
along with a new track and music video.

A unified perception
where music and
perfume magically
interwine

The collaboration between two worlds as distant
as that of perfume and heavy metal might seem
unlikely, but the guitarist’s interest in fragrances
dates back to the beginning of his Black Sabbath
days. “It’s something I’ve always been interested in,
ever since the early days of products like Brut and
Old Spice, which I’d always get given for Christmas,”
remembers Tony Iommi. “Once I started touring the
world with Sabbath though, I started discovering
different sorts of fragrances from other countries
and began collecting them on tour.” Made with
the finest materials, hand-picked rare ingredients
and exquisite packaging, this exclusive edition
Xerjoff Blends for Tony Iommi is the world’s first
multisensory experience between sound and scent.
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But the brand’s passion for music began last year, when another great star of rock music,
Queen guitarist Brian May, turned to Xerjoff and the Spray To Help project, to create a
perfume whose proceeds go to the Save Me Trust foundation, created to make a
contribution to the welfare of wildlife. “Participating actively in the defence of
animal rights with Xerjoff Spray to Help is an honour as well as a duty,”
says Sergio Momo. “Working with Dr Brian May and Anne Brummer
has been a privilege, a wonderful experience marked by
sensitivity and a love for animals that we should all have
and actively engage in.” “I am thrilled with this unique
collaboration,” says Brian May. “My friend Sergio
Momo, with great generosity, has designed a
new perfume for the benefit of wildlife,
through Xerjoff, the company
he created, in collaboration
with the Save Me Trust.
Solidarity has never
smelled so
sweet!”

The Save Me and Tony Iommi by Xerjoff perfumes are available online at xerjoff.com
9
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THoO

PRESENTS ITS SACRED GROVE

THoO is the new direction of The House of Oud, the
contamination of what most thrills the founder, brand
owner and ambassador Andrea Casotti, in painting
and art of all tyles, to make his journey increasingly
heterogenous and the olfactory creations more
interesting.
Sacred Grove is the new artistic project of THoO, the
result of the collaboration with the paper poetess
Domitilla Biondi whose unique works are the fruit
of personal inspiration and connections with other
dimensions.
Andrea Casotti said that “After taste and hearing, we
are exploring the universe of touch, because matter
is fascinating, it contaminates us, wishing to get to
know a sustainable art, in harmony with time and
nature.”

The House of Oud has a new
olfactory creation developed
in collaboration with paper
poetess Domitilla Biondi
Domitilla Biondi describes it as the “olfactory
aspect of the Art of Being Presence and Divinity, the
testimony of my artistic commitment to collective
Personal and Spiritual Growth, which moves towards
raising one’s Superior Self.”
The nose of Sacred Grove is Cristian Calabrò.
Belonging to the olfactory family of Vibrant Harmony
fragrances, it opens with an intriguing blend of
Bitter Orange and Angelica Root which carry us off
towards a floral heart where Turkish Rose, Jasmine,
Labdanum and Iris are entwined with aromatic
Lavender. The base notes are warm and enveloping,
thanks to a corroborating ensemble of Warm Spices,
timeless Vanilla and Precious Woods. Myrrh, Amber
and Musk add a sensual oriental touch, giving rise to
a unique sillage.
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organized by

Since 2009 Esxence
- the International Artistic Perfumery Event
is the opportunity for operators and enthusiasts
to meet the real protagonists of a fascinating
world of fragrances, where history and tradition
are combined with innovation and research.

12TH EDITION

15 -18 JUNE 2022

MiCo | MILANO CONVENTION CENTRE CITYLIFE DISTRICT

www.esxence.com

@esxenceofficial

EVENTS

June 15-18, 2022

WELCOME
ESXCENCE 2022 EVENTS
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15th
h. 11.00 am – 12.00 pm | Workshop
Scenting Space: How Scent Can Create Memorable Events
Moderator Karen Marin, Essencional Advisor & Contributor,
Consultant and Writer
h. 12.00 pm – 1.30 pm
2022 Essencional Observatory
Economic Trends and the State of Artistic Perfumery in
the Digital Space
Moderator Silvio Levi, co-founder of Esxence and Essencional Director
h. 2.30 pm – 3.00 pm | Lecture
Sense Hacking - Innovations and Technologies Around
the Sense of Smell
With Marta Siembab, Senselier, Independent Smell Expert
h. 3.00 pm – 4.00 pm | Book presentation
Il Cercatore di Essenze
Cueilleur d’essences: aux sources des parfums du monde
With Dominique Roques, Writer
h.4.00 pm – 4.30 pm | Workshop - Experience Lab
Beauty in the Post-Covid19 Era
With Chiara Bonucci, Marketing & Sales Manager Italy
“Beautystreams”
h. 4.30 pm – 5.30 pm | Workshop - Experience Lab
Beauty and Wellbeing are the Result of What We
Experience Internally and What We Reflect Externally
With Pierre Ravan, Heartfulness Meditation & Yoga Trainer,
Producer and high-end Fashion Collaborator
h. 5.30 pm – 6.30 pm | Workshop
The Importance of Stories and Story Telling in Perfumery
A Literary Salon/Press Review – In continuation of a
tradition begun 13 years ago at the 1st Edition of
Les Rives de la Beauté
Moderators Sarah Colton, Perfume Writer, Videographer and
Author of the book “Bad Girls - Perfume Tips and Tales” and
Wouter Wiels, Strategic Communication Expert, Founder &
Director “Rives de la Beauté”
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THURSDAY, JUNE 16th
h. 9.30 am – 10.30 am | Workshop
International View on Artistic Perfumery: Africa
Moderator Karen Marin, Essencional Advisor & Contributor,
Consultant and Writer
h. 10.30 am – 11.30 am | Workshop
Promoting Artisan Fragrance in a Digital World
Moderator Karen Marin, Essencional Advisor & Contributor,
Consultant and Writer
h. 11.30 am - 12.30 pm | Workshop
Doing Business in China: Challenges & Opportunities
Moderator Karen Marin, Essencional Advisor & Contributor,
Consultant and Writer
h. 12.30 pm - 1.30 pm | Video Presentation
Fragrance Wheel 2022
With Michael Edwards, Fragrance Expert
h. 2.30 pm – 3.30 pm | Workshop
Talk with Perfumers, Decoding the 2022 Complex World
of Perfumery
Moderator Laurence Arrigo- Klove, Essencional Advisor &
Contributor, Brand Strategist and Communication Consultant
h. 3.30 pm - 4.30 pm | Talk - Experience Lab
Dietro le Quinte dell’Innovazione - Behind the Scenes of Innovation
With Annalisa Betti, Journalist, Columnist Moellhausen Magazine
and Co-founder of “Italian Beauty Community” and Matteo
Locatelli, CEO Pink Frogs Cosmetics
h. 4.30 pm - 5.30 pm | Lecture
Se Parfumer: un Acte d’Humanité?
With Annick Le Guérer, Anthropologist, Philosopher and Writer
and Mariateresa Z. Marsi, Psychologist and Psychotherapist,
Brand Consultant
h.5.30 pm - 6.30 pm | Panel
Grasse Expertise: des Fleurs d’Exception pour des
Parfums d’Émotion
With Claire Lonvaud, “Passion Nez”, membre fondateur de
Grasse Expertise; Marithé Béchu, Club des Entrepreneurs du
pays de Grasse, Responsable projet “Grasse Expertise”

EVENTS

TO ESXENCE
FRIDAY, JUNE 17th
h. 10.00 am - 11.00 am | Lecture
Perfume Heritage, the Osmothèque Presents 30
“Treasures” of its Collections
With Thomas Fontaine, President of Osmothèque and AnneCécile Pouant, Osmothèque Deputy Director
h. 11.00 am - 12.00 pm | Workshop
Sustainability Unraveled: on the “Hows” and “Whats” to
Make Fragrances Sustainable
Moderator Bodo Kubartz, Journalist and Director of “Passion
and Consulting”
h.12.00 pm – 1.30 pm | Conference
Flowers Through the Mirror
Moderators Emanuela Rupi and Sara Ravo, Mouillettes & Co.,
h. 2.30 pm - 3.00 pm | Book presentation
Reginette per Scelta – Reginette by Choice
A new way to communicate about fragrances, from Parlors to Tik Tok.
An olfactory editorial project. Moderator Rosa Vaia, Master Perfumer;
Patrizia Finucci Gallo, Journalist and Writer; Alessandro Nicolì Cotugno,
Writer and Copywriter and Matilda Morri (Sinister), Tiktoker
h. 3.00 pm - 4.00 pm | Lecture
Men’s Perfumes and Women’s Perfumes in Antiquity
Between Science and Moralism
With Giuseppe Squillace, Associate Professor of Ancient History,
University of Calabria
h. 4.00 pm – 5.00 pm | Conference - Experience Lab
From the Concept to the Market Launch: How to Create a
New Scented Products Line
With Giovanni D’Agostinis, Founder and Cosmetic Consultant at
Cosmeo Claudia Scattolini, Fragrance Designer
h. 5.00 pm – 5.30 pm | Lecture - Experience Lab
The Cutaneous Microbiota: a new Frontier in
Dermocosmetics
With Emanuela Bartolozzi, Physician, Specialising in AntiAging Medicine and Cosmetic Science, Expert in Nutrition,
Nutrigenomics and Integrated Medicine
h. 5.30 pm – 6.30 pm | Live Quiz
Esxence Grand Master Parfums Contest 2022
With Anne-Laure Hennequin, Master Parfums
h 5.30 pm - 6.30 pm | Outdoor olfactory experience in the CityLife Park
Capture the Essence of the Landscape
With Ernesto Collado, CEO & Founder of BRAVANARIZ/Smelling Wild
Limited number of participants
For information and registration: events@equipemilano.com
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ATELIER
FRAGRANZE
MILANO

A NEW APPROACH TO OLFACTORY CREATION

Luca Maffei and Antoine Lie (Noses)

Just over ten years since its debut on the fragrance
scene, Atelier Fragranze Milano – the only perfume
house with its production in the city – has decided
to adopt a new approach to win back, and keep,
the centrality of the individual. On the eve of the
pandemic, AFM moved into its new head office in the
Milanese area of Portello, long- forgotten but poised
to be reborn. This location mixes the “atelier attitude”
and “industrial mindset”. A natural evolution of the
creative model of Luca Maffei, the CEO, and the
industrial expertise of the President, Marco Maffei.

14

The company, which in addition to offices and
warehouses houses its laboratories and production
facility, officially opened its doors during Milan Beauty
Week to emphasize its connection to a cosmopolitan
city and international symbol of Italian luxury
manufacturing. Italian cultural heritage is at the centre
of the new attitude adopted by Atelier Fragranze
Milano. As Luca Maffei (the CEO) said, “The aim, in my
vision, is to bring Italian perfumery back to the level that
it deserves. Celebrating our history and heritage, since
perfume has always been part of our DNA.... just to say
that the first mis en alcool was made in Venice.”
It is not just about acting on the brands, but on the
entire development process, from the relationship
with the customer to the management of every single
intermediate step to the production of the fragrance.

For its new creative and
entrepreneurial path,
Atelier Fragranze Milano
draws on tradition
and looks to the future

accademia del profumo
Best Artistic Fragrance
independent Brand 2022

Aphélie
by Trudon
THE WINNer

finalist
A’MMARE
Carthusia

COMPANY

At the last Annual Perfume Awards of Accademia del
Profumo, AFM authored all 3 finalist fragrances in the
Best Artistic Fragrance Independent Brand category:
A’mmare by Carthusia, Vetiver Java by Perris Monte
Carlo and the winner, Aphélie by Trudon. AFM is also
finalist in the Art and Olfaction Awards to be held
in Miami next July, with Carthusia’s A’mmare and
Naples by Gallivant. The philosophy of this “human
centric” perfumery is summarised in the Manifesto
that AFM has drawn up. The key points are the
importance of the Italian heritage and the return to a
simpler and bolder vision of the creative process. To
create an evocative perfume you have to tell a story
that speaks to human desires and emotions.

finalists
Art and
Olfaction
Award
Miami 2022

finalist
VetIver Java
Perris Montecarlo

For us, the future means rediscovering a more
genuine and truthful perfumery and at the same
time a new audacious way of creating as a whole. We
want to enhance in our creation the must-have of
today’s end consumer who dreams of emotions, wellbeing and experiences and who wants to prioritize
inclusion and sustainability. This vision is shared by
French nose Antoine Lie – creator of many best-selling
fragrances – who has joined the AFM team as Senior
Perfumer and by Micaela Giamberti, a manager with
a distinguished career in the Industry, who has been
appointed Fragrance Division Manager. According to
Antoine Lie perfumery has become “too analytical...
The method that AFM has adopted aims to get closer
to the customer’s vision, to understand it, interpret it
and transform it into an olfactory expression that has
a soul.” This approach has already proven successful.

Micaela Giamberti (Fragrance Division Manager)
and Marco Maffei (President)

Perfume must be considered an art, not a science,
and engaged in creative dialogue not in analytics.
Last but not least, visionary boldness is essential,
supporting the creative flow between designer and
perfumers to achieve an authentic, daring, bold and
truly brand identity.

CREATIVE AGENCY DEVOTED TO BEAUTY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

www.massimilianominorini.it

SCOPRICI

VIA LUCILIO GAIO 10 - 20151 MIL ANO

an unforgettable olfactory pyramid

Aulentissima's perfumes want to tell stories, travel stories, life experiences, stories that from time to time are also

inspired by literature, philosophy, figurative arts, stories with a solid and structured, methodical narrative plot, with
olfactory registers meticulously studied. Each of the collections (the first from 2019, the second from May 2020 with the
creation of a total of 32 fragrances) is the blank page of a new book, where you can write down thoughts and tune
essences, where you can slide your hand quickly for an unpredictable ending and always open.
aulentissima.com
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Calé
Fragranze
d’Autore
Emotions to smell, feel and see

“After making it possible to listen to the
fragrances of Calé Fragranze d’Autore
through

headphones

while

tasting

them with our sense of smell,” says
Silvio Levi, “I wondered how it would
be possible to make the experience
of perfume even more immersive. In
a present where we are all lapped by
the Metaverse, I thought virtual reality
could help bring to life the images that
form in our minds when we smell a
perfume through emotions that can be
perceived in a physical sense”.

At the beginning of everything there is a story. A tale
that turns into perfume, which in turn turns into
music and finally becomes an image.
Calé Fragranze d’Autore is the artistic perfumery
brand we created in 2008 on the basis of an ambitious
idea: to demonstrate that olfactory language is an art
form capable of communicating emotions in exactly
the same way as music, painting, cinema and poetry.
The first step was to translate into perfume the

20

stories of Silvio Levi, the brand’s founder and
Creative Director, who called upon the various
Master Perfumers that he was in dialogue with to
collaborate with him, thus bringing the fragrances
to life. The second step was to cross the threshold
of multi-sensoriality thanks to the meeting with
composer Philippe Abussi so that today it is possible
to ‘listen’ to each essence through the transcription
into original musical pieces.
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Perfume is the best teleportation system we have
at our disposal and has the power to evoke images
in the mind of those who are smelling it, taking
them to a fantastic and enthralling other place. It
is precisely this aspect that convinced us to further
enrich the multisensory experience proposed by
Calé Fragranze d’Autore by presenting the project to
make the emotional scenario that inspired two of the
brand’s fragrances, Roboris and Libera Mente, visible
through the tool of virtual reality, at the twelfth
edition of Esxence from 15 to 18 June 2022.
This project was launched in 2019 in collaboration
with Filmare Vr, a Milan-based company specialising
in virtual reality, ahead of the 12th edition of
Esxence, which was postponed several times due to
the Covid-19 pandemic. The technology used for this
virtual reality experience is called H.I.H.E. - Hyper
Immersive Hybrid Experience*:
Hyper: because it adds up and multiplies overlapping
experiences almost with a deliberate overload of
sensory stimuli.
Immersive: because you are completely removed
from the world around you to be totally captured by
parallel dimensions.
Hybrid: because the stimuli are digital and analogue.
The journey is mental but with the participation of
the body and its sensory endings.
Experience: because it is not a story, it is something
you experience first-hand as a protagonist and with
different outcomes for everyone.
Playing with the sensory contaminations of
synesthesia, the visitor will be able to enter the boxes
dedicated to Roboris and Libera Mente inside the
Calé Fragranze d’Autore stand, where he will already
receive tactile sensory input upon entering by

crossing the floor. He will then put on an Oculus Quest
2, the latest generation of Vr visors, and with a simple
click (virtual-analogue) he will set off on an evocative
journey in full virtual reality (360° stereoscopic),
accompanied by the musical track composed for
each fragrance and simultaneously breathing in the
essence which he will experience visually. Enriching
the experience of Virtual Reality, there is the sound
of Philip Abussi (co-founder of Mokamusic), creator
and artistic director of the acoustic project specially
developed for the occasion. Abussi, already known
for having composed the original music and sounds
of the Fragranze d’Autore by Calé, has reworked the
two pieces, “Roboris” and “Libera Mente”, deciding
to use one of the most innovative and immersive
technologies on the global market: hexanaural. This
is how the collaboration between Calé, Mokamusic
and Sound6D comes into being.

Archilibrium, the Thirteenth Fragrance by Author
Esxence 2022 will also be the occasion to present Archilibrium the thirteenth
Fragrance d’Autore, a new olfactory story of the brand that stems from the
desire to express a theme that is fundamental today: how much humans
must manage to be in harmony with nature even if he goes so far as to force
it to create places for him to live. The inspiration comes from a reflection by
Silvio Levi on the concept of organic architecture, whose greatest exponent
was Frank Lloyd Wright, who developed the idea of building a system in
balance between the natural and built environment in order to establish a
harmonious relationship between man and nature.
From an olfactory point of view, Calé Fragranze d’Autore’s Archilibrium takes
shape from the desire to express a natural and uncontaminated context
within which a structure is inserted that, although made of cement, steel and
glass, is nevertheless harmoniously immersed in it.

Silvio Levi says: “I was struck by the fact that the concept
of organic architecture was born with a beautiful
history at the beginning of the 20 th century but has not
had much of a following over time. I thought that in
the context of the climate and environmental crisis, the
sense of smell could also play a role in reflecting on the
place that man should occupy within the natural world
as a guest on a par with other animal or vegetable
beings, inviting us to rediscover the simple smells of
nature and to make our own contribution without
necessarily altering the planet, that welcomes us and
deserves respect, in an invasive way.”

* Some technical details:
Filmare produced two stereoscopic 360° VR videos, side by side.
For the realisation, the programme cinema4D was used, eunreal engine 4.27 for the 3D part and Adobe After Effects for the 2D part. Unreal
Engine is a rendering engine that was initially developed for video games, but which has recently also been used in film productions, such as
The Mandalorian. Some of the 3D models, such as the rocks in the desert, are 3D scans of real rocks, for greater realism.
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Export Magazine
tells the story
of Luca Gritti,
the owner and
nose of Gritti
Venetia, the
rebel of Italian
niche perfumery
as well as an
aesthete and
hedonist – in his
own words

portrait
of the Nose
My great satisfaction, as a perfumer, is the
formula of Damascus, the first fragrance I ever
created under the Gritti Venetia brand. Others
were to follow, but the first one, like a first love,
can never be forgotten. My latest win? The Ivy
Collection, two fragrances which are very different
from one another.

24

Fragrance is in my blood: my family has been linked
to the spice trade forever. We were amongst the
first to import spices from the Orient in the glorious
period of the Venetian Republic. Now that I come to
think about it, many of my creations have a hint of
cinnamon, cloves, black pepper or pink peppercorns
in them. Perhaps that’s not so strange after all…

COMPANY

The fragrance
of the moment is
You’re So Vain.
And Anima,
for the most
special occasions.

things
with
Luca
Gritti

I am an aesthete taken to the extreme. What are the objects I love most?
Shoes and watches. I bought my first Rolex when I was only 24; since then, I
am a loyal client.
My power place is The Ivy Restaurant in London. I just feel so completely at home
in its surroundings, which are extravagant, colourful and eclectic. What I love about
it is its atmosphere, the fine dining experience and people who patronize it.

What fascinates me
most of all is speed.
Adrenaline. I’m not only talking
about cars and motorbikes,
but thoughts as well. Ideas.
My life is extremely fast.
I aspire to be the most classic
person ever. Try as I may, I just can’t
manage it: I have too much energy
and I am too curious about the world.
Maybe just not for me.
It’s not in my character to collect things,
but I do like to select. Naturally, I can’t
think any investment without passion.
I am far too impulsive to take it that
seriously.
The latest great discovery is the city
of Noto. It’s like Sicily in miniature.
I’ve been there several times and I’m
in the middle of developing something
very exciting for my citrus grove.

The perfume
You’re So Vain. It is composed
around a blackcurrant
note, genuinely explosive,
strong and sparkling.
The city
London. All its unique energy,
its history and its style. There
is nowhere on earth like it!
The drink
Gin and tonic but made
with Roku. Cool, sharp,
just how I like it.
The trophy
My Harley Davidson
Sportster S. Just imagine:
Bologna, 8:30 AM, the roar
of engines. Somehow my
colleagues tell me I look like
a cowboy. Nice touch, right?
The object
A Le Corbusier chaise longue
in black pony. It was the
object of my desire for over
ten years but impossible
to find anywhere.
Now I can admire it on
my terrace at home.
That is what I call
satisfaction.

PASSION, CREATIVITY, INNOVATION AND SUSTAINABILITY:
MANE SUCCESSES KEEP ON EMOTIONING
The latest creations by MANE perfumers transport you to a world of technology and exclusive ingredients.
Julie Massé and Violaine Collas sign a new chapter in the exciting series that Trussardi Parfums
is dedicating to the values of contemporary femininity. PURE JASMINE is a perfume dedicated
to all women for whom being a feminist today means adhering to the values of individuality,
sustainability and inclusiveness. The top notes open on the bright vivaciousness of Bergamot
Essential Oil that meets unexpected facets of fresh salty Pistachio and elegant Neroli Essential Oil.
The daring and unpredictable character of this creation blooms into an engaging Floral heart
of Champaca E-Pure Jungle Essence™, Jasmine Absolute and Mugane™. The drydown discloses
the secret of an enveloping persistence of Patchouli Essential Oil, Sandalwood and Vanilla.
SHINE LIKE A NIGHT is one of the new episodes of Blumarine’s Les Eaux Exuberantes collection.
An olfactory score created by Alex Lee about the exciting moment when a girl slips into her
shiny new evening dress and prepares for a night of partying, dancing and fun with her friends.
In her Very Peri jus, the iconic color of 2022, Alex Lee mixed the glamour of a sequin dress
with the exciting and slightly peppery flavour of a cocktail from an exclusive bar tender.
The creation opens with the unmistakable notes of Pink Pepper Pure Jungle Essence™ on a vitaminic
ensemble of Bergamot and Yellow Mandarin Essential Oils. In the heart, the opulent sweetness
of Frangipani plunges into the luminous vibrancy of Mugane™ Floral facet with a sweetly Spicy burst
of Ginger Essential Oil. The drydown discloses a distinct facet of Tonka Bean
that embellishes a fascinating Woody blend of Orcanox™ and Lorenox™.
Between tradition and contemporaneity, Italian roots and international vision, Furla Fragrance
Collection is enriched with INCANTEVOLE, a new creation by Véronique Nyberg. A luminous
fragrance that opens with exuberant Citrusy touches of Bergamot, intriguing Marine nuances and
a juicy accord of Watery Fruits. The Flowery bouquet in the heart reveals a multifaceted femininity:
the refined elegance of Iris Absolute, the audacious and sensual accents of Ylang-Ylang Essential Oil,
the blooming liveness of Mugane™. In the drydown, a warm and enveloping embrace of Lorenox™,
Driftwood and Tonka Bean Absolute seals this daring creation. A delicate yet sophisticated
fragrance, as enchanting as the woman who wears it.
Following its debut in the world of fragrances back in 2018, Blauer USA is now presenting
BLAUER BOSTON 1936 THE JOURNEY for him, a completely sustainable perfume by Véronique
Nyberg, dedicated to travelers, to those who feed on emotions and are hungry for discovery.
A vibrant mix of Hesperidate and Spicy notes intertwines with masculine and velvety nuances
of Geranium Bourbon, enriched by Aromatic touches of White Thyme and Cypress Essential Oils.
The Woody drydown, with Essential Oils of Patchouli and Vetiver Bourbon, is mysterious and
intense and enhances the verticality of the composition, a symbol of strength and elegance.
With MAGENTA TANZANITE by Armani/Privé Haute Couture Fragrances,
Violaine Collas reinterprets the tanzanite stone in a magenta hue, to capture
this moment of serenity suspended in time, against the backdrop of a
wild, natural environment. The creation opens with fresh and Spicy top
notes of Cardamom, Ginger and Bergamot. Then, the Tobacco Absolute
and the Vanilla extract Bourbon Premium, sustainably sourced from the
mountainous Loky Manambato region of Madagascar, create a voluptuous,
honeyed, and Woody trail.

WWW.OMNIAPROFUMI.COM
MADE IN ITALY
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OMNIA

ALWAYS ON THE MOVE

ABOUT FABRIZIO TAGLIACARNE
The story of Omnia Profumi coincides with the
personal story of its founder.
The personality of Fabrizio Tagliacarne is multifaceted with some common denominators: the
passion that is behind any venture he is ready
to face, as well as the spirit of a quest, first of
all introspective and then operative, that never
abandons him.
His impetuous character, typical of the sign of
Leo, is the expression of the joie de vivre in every
second of his day, from the time spent riding a
motorbike or doing sport in the open air to the
time dedicated to cultivating what he loves most:
jewellery and perfumes.

10 YEARS LATER….
Omnia celebrates its tenth birthday and launches
the “Relazioni Olfattive” Collection, first in Dubai,
then in Milan and Cannes. The times are also ripe for
launching a collection with his own name: “Fabrizio
Tagliacarne Perfumes”. The first fragrance is called
“ICIO”, the nickname that his beloved grandfather
gave to him when he was small.
The deepest affective memories of his childhood
smell of tobacco, vetiver and wood. And they are
imprisoned in an elegant and refined packaging.
Each fragrance crated by Fabrizio tells a story.
Linked to a memory or a sensation. Fabrizio reveals
himself with is creations, more than with words, as
though he was showing a sort of embarrassment in
talking about himself. Yet he is very attentive to giving
each fragrance a strong personality and dressing it in
the finest dress especially created for it.
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His expertise in the field of jewels and gemmology,
led him, in 2009, towards a new expressive path in
an area that he had followed and loved for some
time: that of perfumes.
This was the birth of the Jewelry Collection,
inspired by fragments of Fabrizio’s life, where every
fragrance is associated with a stone or a metal.
It is an instinctive operation, which combines
the language of jewels with that of fragrance.
With continuous studies and dedication, Fabrizio
becomes a ‘nose’ and creator of perfumes, and is
thrilled to give new forms to his sensations. This
is the birth of the “Stones” Collection, followed by
“Metals” and “White” Stones.
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PROFUMI
FROM ONE SUCCESS TO ANOTHER

2022: AN IMPORTANT YEAR

The unstoppable olfactory journey sees the birth
of 7 fragrances in the “Stones” Collection: Ambra,
Cristallo, Diamante, Madera, Opale, Opalerosa and
Opaledifuoco. The “White Stones” Collection, the
symbol of refinement, is made up of White Diamante,
White Madera and White Ambra. The “Metals”
Collection identifies the capacity to transform
materials that apparently cannot be transformed,
thanks to the expert hands of a craftsman: in the
same way, the fragrances are crafted with the
same art that a goldsmith uses to create a piece
of jewellery, mixing the most precious and natural
essences to give rise to unique fragrances. They are:
Oro, Platino, Bronzo e Ferro. The “Vanilla” Collection
was created to exalt an essential ingredient in the
creations of Omnia Profumi, vanilla.

The new project of an ITALIAN LUXURY BRAND
comes into being, where Fabrizio dwells on telling
the story of Italian traditions, the bond between
generations, the creative experience that helps him
balance passion and the creation of his variegated
projects. An acquired maturity that gives him a great
sense of inner satisfaction.

RAME – PREVIEW AT ESXENCE
Here is RAME (COPPER), the fifth fragrance in the “Metals” Collection.
Unexpected notes for a gourmand fragrance that takes us by surprise
due to the prevalence of a scent of salted caramel. It is an invitation
to pleasure, to well-being, to joy and enthusiasm, dedicated to people
of all genders and ages. The name comes from the colour of copper
which, like caramel, has reddish-brown tones. Let’s be transported by
the inebriation of the top notes, extract of myrtle and Sicilian citrus,
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followed by the heart notes of salted caramel, cocoa and sugar, to end
with the base notes of amber, sandalwood and white musk.

LAUNCH

The Spanish brand presents its first collection
of fragrances inspired by the recall
of the unknown transformed into beauty

ANCONU’
THE RECALL OF THE UNKNOWN

Maria Gabriela Gimenez is the founder
of Anconú, a brand that offers unisex
fragrances made in the world’s perfume
capital, Grasse. The first collection is
called The Drivers Behind It, made up of
four fragrances (Vetiver Drizzle, Ladan
Dusk, Elemi Sand and Rosebud Moss)
inspired by the representation of the
recall of the unknown transformed
into real beauty and character. For
Maria Gabriela, “a fragrance is a pure
connection of times and distances, with
shapes, people, concrete and abstract
experiences.” Anconú aims to reveal the
beauty of moments to come, and acts for
sustainable awareness, empowerment,
love for art and equality. Without sacrificing the
aesthetic of the products, Anconú uses no plastic in
its packaging, but a recyclable material from Finland.
The design of the packaging of Anconú fragrances is
curated by the artist Emilia Azcárate. The fragrances
are genderless, typical of a lifestyle that includes
everyone, creating a global value for the world.
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The fragrances
In Vetiver Drizzle, the warmth of cedarwood, exalted
by lemon and aromatic mint, create a fragrance full
of mischievousness and freshness.
Ladan Dusk is the “perfume of a return”: the scent
of a memory which arises from the depths, with the
sweetness of violet leaves, the character of pepper and
the mischievousness of leather, which merge into a sea
bathing our skin in the perfect mix between wet and
dry. Hay, leather and musk transcend this fragrance.
Elemi Sand is the “recall of provocation”: it is a
wet and oriental bend, fom the fusion between
incense, musk and cinnamon, which opens space for
provocation and the silent magnetism of the skin. It s
characterized by Incense, Amber and Myrrh.
Rosebud Moss is pure, innocent and indestructible,
with a “natural sense of purpose”. The blend of a
forest full of green notes, rose and jasmine, awakes
the purest and most mysterious ideas. Sandalwood
and plum introduce the quality of inviting us into a
world of talc and woods, creating a pure fragrance
with a unique character, It is made unique by
Bergamot, Sandalwood and Plum.

scents of magic
E X T R A I T D E PA R F U M

Discover
ANIMA LIBERA
ARABA FENICE
DOLCE CANTO
FORZA SUPREMA
PURA ESSENZA

NICHE CO.
P A R F U M

D ’ E L I T E

presents
CIGNO NERO - MILANO

CIGNO NERO Collection
5 particular fragrances
in perfume extract
5 mythological beings,
which in turn will perform
the task of becoming
5 lucky charms.

The new Perfume collection: discover the 5 fragrances
For distribution:

CIGNO NERO

available for meetings in Milano from 15 th to 18 th, June 2022
info@nicheandco.com
+393518860808

NICHE AND CO

NICHE AND CO Maison:

MILANO

Made in Italy
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Coverpla

the wizard of a personalized standard offer
Nice-based Coverpla designs, manufactures and develops
customized cosmetics and fragrance packaging solutions.
Its full-service offer is based on a collection of bottles, caps and pumps,
all available in stock, driven by an uncompromising focus
on quality coupled with cost-effectiveness and short lead times.
For short production runs or major launches, Coverpla offers
standard solutions that make personalization simple, offering its
customers a service that goes much further than just the product.

The magic of personalization
Starting with its range of bottles, caps and spray
pumps, all of which are available from stock, the
client brand builds its pack from scratch by mixing
and matching standard components, to which it
gives an initial visual identity simply through the
combination of the various elements. Then comes
the decoration stage (with lacquering, metallization,
screen-printing, pad printing or hot stamping, for
example) and potentially the choice of an accessory.
The Coverpla team accompanies brands in their
creative choices, turning a standard bottle into a
fully branded concept, a tool for differentiation,
communicating a brand’s universe and its codes.
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Coverpla’s green attitude
As part of its CSR strategy, Coverpla is working in
a range of different areas including energy, waste,
transport and sourcing.
When it comes to products, in line with demand
from both brands and consumers, the company is
studying an array of potential solutions in line with
the 3R principle: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. Several
years ago, Coverpla designed the Verdi bottle, part
of the ecoLine collection in lightweight glass made
by its partner Bormioli Luigi. With screw necks, the
bottles are now available as refillable versions.
Specific fittings make them compatible with all the
caps in the Coverpla catalog. Then came the Tess
design, a 15ml travel-size bottle, and Vertigo, both
refillable solutions. The pace of development for
eco-designed solutions is accelerating. Caps, for
example, are now available as injected versions made
from recycled surlyn without inserts (Saxon, Gator),
in wood with cork inserts (Toodoo, Torrid), or crafted
with 100% biodegradable, biosourced PHA (Lord).
With its partners, Coverpla is anticipating growing
demand for new-generation materials (whether
recycled, biosourced or biodegradable).
The green train is in motion.
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